
Alba tooling & engineering is one of the leading specialists in the development and 
manufacture of innovative manufacturing systems for high-quality plastic 
components. The international group of companies is family owned and has 460 
employees worldwide. Due to our continuous growth, we are constantly looking 
for new employees. We offer a stable working environment with attractive 
additional services and further training opportunities. 

 

To expand our team at our location in Macomb, USA, we are looking for: 

Foam Tool Technician 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

 Assemble simple and complex polyurethane foam tools. 

 Troubleshoot tooling issues during build phase and provide support to engineering team to 
develop appropriate actions to resolve 

 Tune foam tools after assembly completion. To include but not limited to, water testing, 
spotting, benching and matching of tool parting lines, machining parting line vents etc.  

 Communicate issues clearly and concisely with engineering team to ensure issues are 
addressed effectively and efficiently 

 Tooling trial support to include but not limited to tool setting in lab equipment, exchange of 
polyurethane foam chemicals in lab equipment, installation/exchange of mixing heads, etc. 

 Travel to customer facilities to support the start-up of foam tooling. 

 

REQUIREMENTS 

 

 High School Diploma or GED 

 General Industrial Vocational training preferred but not a must. 

 Two (2) years of general machining experience to include but not limited to running a lathe, 
Bridgeport, surface grinder, varies metal cutting equipment, etc. 

 One (1) year model shop (preferred) and/or tool and die assembly experience. 

 Ability to read and comprehend mechanical drawings to manufacture simple tooling 
details/components, and for the assembly of foam tools. 

 Ability to read electrical and pneumatic schematics for final assembly of complex foam tools. 

 Good computer skills and competences in MS Office (Word, Excel, Outlook). 

 Ability to travel periodically.  Approximately 10% of time. 

 Ability to travel outside of the United States. 

 Ability to work independently and within a team. 
 

WE OFFER 

 Interesting, diverse working environment 

 Permanent participation in a well-established team 

 Good earning potential 
 

If we have awakened your interest and you are open to new professional challenges, we look 
forward to receive your application:  
 
Alba tooling & engineering, lnc. -  51615 Regency Center Drive  - Macomb, MI 48042, USA 
 stephane.derycke@albatools.com  +1 (586) 371 4927 


